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INTRODUCTION 
This brief note is concerned with rings of integer-valued polynomials 
over semilocal principal-ideal domains. We began studying these rings 
because of our interest in finding Prufer domains which are pathological in a 
system-theoretic sense-that is, they fail to be bcs rings. (Recall also that if it 
were true that every Prufer domain was a bcs ring, then it would follow that 
every Bezout domain is an elementary-divisor domain.) Robert Gilmer 
suggested integer-valued polynomials as a possible source of such examples. 
They may well yield an example when the base ring is the ring Z of integers, 
but do not in the case of a semilocal PID, as we shall now show. 
We begin by recalling some relevant definitions. 
If D is an integral domain with field of quotients K, the ring of 
integer-valued polynomials of D is denoted by Int( D) and is defined to be 
the subring of K[X] (where X is an indeterminate) consisting of those 
polynomials f in K[X] such that f(d) E D for all elements d in D. 
A commutative ring R is said to be a local-global ring if each polynomial 
over R (possibly in several variables) admitting unit values locally admits 
unit values. 
A commutative ring R is said to be a bcs ring if and only if each basic 
submodule &? of R(“’ contains a rank-one projective summand of R’“‘. 
If D is a Prufer domain with quotient field K, we shall say that D has 
the simultaneous-basis property if and only if, given finitely generated 
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projected D-modules N c M, there exist vectors x,, . . . , x,,, in KM = K’“” 
and invertible fractional ideals Ji, . . . , J,,, and invertible ideals A, 13 . . . 2 A,, 
(n < m) such that 
and 
N = A,J,x,@ . . . @A,J,x,. 
(Note that, by [l, Th eorem 61, a Prufer domain D is a bcs ring if and only if 
D has the simultaneous-basis property.) 
We say that D satisfies the invariant-factor theorem if and only if D has 
the simultaneous-basis property and, for each pair of finitely generated 
projective D-modules N s M, it is possible to decompose M and N simulta- 
neously (as above) with the added condition that J1 = . . . = J, _ 1 = D. 
THEOREM. Let D be a principal-ideal domain having only finitely many 
maximal ideals with each residue field finite. Then Znt( D) is a two-dimen- 
sional Prufer domain having the following properties: 
(al Each proper homomorphic image of Int( D) is a local-global ring. 
(b) Int( D> satisfies the invariant-factor theorem. 
Cc> Int( D> has the li-generator property. 
(d) Int(D) is a bcs ring. 
(e) Pic(Int( 0)) is torsion-free. 
(fl For each homomorphic image R of Int( D), stably free R-modules are 
free. 
After assertion (a) has been proven, all of the remaining assertions will 
follow easily from known results. The idea behind the proof of (a) is 
embodied in the following lemma. 
LEMMA. Let R be a ring containing an element t such the following 
conditions hold: 
(1) R/(t) is a local-global ring. 
(2) There are only finitely many maximal ideals of R not containing t. 
Then R is a local-global ring. 
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Proof of L.emma. Denote by M,, M,, . ., M, the finitely many maximal 
ideals of R which do not contain the element t, and let f(Z,, Z,, . . . , Z,,,) be 
a polynomial in R[Z,,Z, ,..., Z,,,]. A ssuming that f takes on a unit value 
locally at each maximal ideal of R, we must show that f has a unit value. It 
is known, and not difficult to see, that f takes on a unit value locally if and 
only if for each maximal ideal M of R, there exists an m-tuple 
(a,, a2,. . . , a,,,) E R’“” such that f(al, ap,. . . , a,,,) E M. Our task is to find a 
single m-tuple which works for all M. Since R /(t) is a local-global ring, 
there exists an m-tuple (h,, b,, . , h,,,) E R’“” such that f(l,,, b,, , h,,,) P M 
for each maximal ideal M of R containing the element t. We prove by 
induction on i that for 0 < i < n, we can find an m-tuple (b’,, bl,, , b:,,) E 
R”“’ such that f(b;, b’,, . . . , l(,,> P M for each maximal ideal M of R contain- 
ing the element t and f(b;, b’,, . . . , b:,,) E Mj for 0 < j < i. Suppose that this 
has been done for 0 < j < i, and for notational simplicity, say by 
(b,,b,,..., b,,,)“ff(b,,b,,...,“,,,)4Mj+i, we’re done. If f(b,, b,,.. ., b,,,) E 
Mj+i, we must modify the b’s. There does exist an m-tuple (c,, c2,. , c,,,) E 
R(“” such that f(c,, ca,. . . , c,,,) tZ Mj+i. Choose an element d E (M, n . . . n 
Mj)\ Mjtl. (Note that if j + 1 = 1, we may take any element of R \ M,j+l.) 
Since both d and t do not belong to M,+ ,, we can find an element e E R 
such that ed = t-’ (mod Mj+l>. If we set a = ted, then a E M for t E M or 
for M E (M,, , Mj), while a = 1 (mod Mj+ r 1. Now, consider the m-tuple 
Y = (bl + a(cl - 1~1)rl~2+a(c,-b,),...,b,,,+a(c,,,-b,,,)). 
Working modulo M, one checks easily that v has the property that f(v) e M 
for t E M or for M E {M,, , M,, 1}. This completes both the induction step 
and the proof. n 
Proof of Theorem. Let @ be a nonzero prime ideal of Int(D), and set 
P = ‘@ n D. If P = (O), then $_? = $. K[X] n Int( D), where @. K[ X] is a 
maximal ideal of K[ X], and K denotes the quotient field of D. If P # (01, 
then r E P, and, since D is Noetherian, it follows from [6, Proposition 51 
that Int( D,) = (Int( D)), L (Int( D)),. C onsequently, ‘@ corresponds to one 
of the nonzero prime ideals of Int( Dp). These are of two kinds: those which 
intersect D, in (0) and those which do not. Moreover, by [4], there does not 
exist a chain of two distinct nonzero primes of In@ Dp) both of which lie over 
PD,. It follows from all of this that Int( D)/ 7r. Int( D) is a zero-dimensional 
ring and hence is a local-global ring. 
Now, suppose that 3 is a nonzero ideal of Int( D) and that 82 is a 
maximal ideal containing 3. If 3 n D f(O), then rol n D # (0) and so 
7~22. If >n D=(O), then roln D=(O)or ~~2.72. If moln D=(O), then 
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2J2 = 2?J2. K[X] n Int(D) and D2 corresponds to one of the finitely many 
maximal ideals of K[X] that contain 3. K[X]. At any rate, there are only 
finitely many maximal ideals of Int(D)/S that do not contain the element 
5, the image of r in Int(D)/.Y. 
Now (b) follows from [3, Theorem 41. This, in turn, yields (c), which was 
independently shown by Chabert in [5, Theo&me 7.51. 
Claim (d) follows from [3, Theorem 31. 
Claim (e) can be shown as follows. By [Y, Theorem 11, Pic(Int( D)) is 
isomorphic to the direct sum of the Picard groups of the family {Int( D,)}, 
where P ranges over the primes of D. But by [5, Corollaire 4.51, the Picard 
group of each Int( D,) is torsion-free. 
Claim (f) follows from [3, Theorem 21 and [2, Lemma I]. n 
REMARK. Let D be an integral domain with quotient field K. Then 
“evaluation 
satisfy condition 
proving the remaining Theorem and was formally 
satisfy the conclusions 
Theorem can also be seen from [8], it is shown that 
In@) = Z, fails to h ave the li-generator property. On the other hand, 
In@) does have the Stcinitz property, 
scalars (Y E A- ’ and DEB-' such that cu.A+p.B=Z,. 
To facilitate this, we note that any invertible fractional ideal of Z, is 
isomorphic to an integral ideal of Z, that intersects Z nontrivially. (This fact 
was shown to us by Bill Heinzer and appears in [9].) 
Thus, we can assume that A contains a nonzero integer m. Similarly, to 
prove the claim, we may assume that B-l contains a nonzero integer n. 
Now, mn is a nonzero integer in AB-’ G B - ’ and by [7, Theorem 3.51, there 
exists an element p E BP1 such that mn.L, + /?.Z’, = B-l. Therefore, mn. 
B+p.B=Z,.ButnB~Z,andsomn.BcA.Consequently,A+P.B=Z,. 
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